New Logistics Centre in Slovenia
DS Spedition sets up new platform for its Asia transports to Eastern Europe
Special projects require special expertise! With our new DS-logistics centre in Slovenia, we
now incorporate an ideal connection to the seaport of Koper. The new hub significantly
shortens the routes to Eastern and Southern Europe. In addition to its excellent geographical position, Koper also offers a well-developed infrastructure. Short transit times and the
opportunity to offer binding delivery dates make the location to the ideal port of departure
and destination for our business with the Far East.
In our new DS-logistic centre we
organize and manage our clients’
complete logistical processes for
Eastern and Southern Europe.
From quality check to customs
clearance,
distribution
and
warehousing, we take charge of
all relevant steps. Our clients can
count on our know-how and
experience. Thanks to our local
office, we can assure a smooth
carriage, even if it comes to
short-term changes.

Furthermore, owing to the relevant shortening of 1100 km of the routes of transport, our
local DS-logistic centre in Koper enables us to realize significant cost savings for our clients
for the following destinations:
GER-Bavaria
Slovakia
Hungary

Switzerland
Southern Poland
Slovenia

Czech Republic
Austria
Croatia

In the area of warehousing, our new platform takes over all relevant requirements and
tasks, such as customs clearance, unloading, palletization, storage, processing of goods,
picking procedures, inventory management, quality record and customs storage.
The distances between economical centres and sales markets all over the world are fixed.
Finding the perfect solution to connect those with each other through different means of
transport is our challenge. Accordingly, the DS-team constantly develops innovative logistical concepts for the successful carriage of any kinds of economic goods.
Located, in Munich, Berlin, Cologne, Hamburg and Moscow, DS Spedition is a full service
provider for all logistic fields and the ideal partner for external supply chains. No matter if it
is about trucking, combined freight traffic, warehouse management or special logistics, the
DS Spedition encompasses special divisions for any task. These can provide the optimal solution for any individual case and client.
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